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New introductions from shows in
London, New York and Austin

Cookie Cutters

missetoile.dk
A range of 21 cookie cutters from Miss Étoile, a Danish brand
designed by Anne Lassen. Miss Étoile is Lassen’s fictional muse, a
glamorous creature surrounded by beauty, living in her elegant Paris
apartment. The cookie cutters—a teapot, a butterfly, an umbrella,
the Eiffel Tower and many more—are just part of a new range of
cake, cookie and pastry accessories.

Crystallized Flowers and Herbs

gourmetsweetbotanticals.com
Made with only two ingredients each—the main flavor and sugar—these
flower and herb crystals add both intense flavor and a satisfying crunch
to all types of sweet and savory dishes, as well as beverages. Shelfstable and Kosher certified, the four flavors shown here—rose, basil,
fennel and mint—are the first of a fuller range that Fresh Origins plans
to introduce in the coming year.

Blonde Chocolate and More

valrhonaprofessionals.com
Dulcey is a new coverture from Valrhona which the company has dubbed a
‘blonde’ chocolate. It is distinguished from white chocolate by its toasted biscuit
flavor with hints of caramelized milk and a touch of salt. Its unique color and flavor
profile is a pleasing contrast to Valrhona’s latest white chocolate introduction,
Opalys, the truest white chocolate on the market.

Flavor Library

koerner-co.com
An epicurean indulgence or a
professional investment—this
192-piece flavor kit is both. A
range of essential oils, in flavors
that cover a wide range of fruits,
nuts, herbs, flowers, roots,
vegetables, spices and much
more, is packaged in individual
.25 oz. bottles. The oils are
water-soluble for easy addition
to any recipe.
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Re-usable and
Biodegradable
Mold Material

composimold.com
Made of 100%
natural ingredients,
Composimold gives
sugar artists the ability to mold and remold
more than 40 times from just one 20 oz.
container. Composimold is compatible with
sugar, chocolate and other edible casting
materials, picks up fine detail and requires no
weighing or mixing. When no longer usable
Composimold biodegrades in an aqueous
environment.

